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Abstract— We introduce a deﬁnition of perfect and
quasi-perfect codes for discrete symmetric channels based on
the packing and covering properties of generalized spheres whose
shape is tilted using an auxiliary probability measure. This notion
generalizes previous deﬁnitions of perfect and quasi-perfect codes
and encompasses maximum distance separable codes. The error
probability of these codes, whenever they exist, is shown to
coincide with the estimate provided by the meta-converse lower
bound. We ilustrate how the proposed deﬁnition naturaly
extends to cover almost-lossless source-channel coding and lossy
compression.
Index Terms— Shannon theory, perfect codes, quasi-perfect
codes, maximum likelihood decoding, ﬁnite blocklength analy-
sis, meta-converse, hypothesistesting, channel coding, joint
source-channel coding, rate distortion theory.
I. INTRODUCTIONIN THE context of reliable communication, binary hypoth-esis testing has proved instrumental in the derivation of
converse bounds to the error probability. Using this method,
the sphere-packing bound on the channel coding reliability
function was derived in [1] (see also [2]–[5] for alternative
derivations and reﬁnements). More recently, the meta-converse
of Polyanskiy et al. [6, Th. 27] proved that a surrogate
binary hypothesis test can be used to accurately lower bound
the error probability in the ﬁnite blocklength regime. The
non-Bayesian optimal performance of binary hypothesis test-
ing between distributions P0 and P1 is characterized by the
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tradeofαβ P0,P1,whereαdenotes the smalest error under
P0achievable by any test with error underP1at mostβ
(we refer the reader to Section II for a formal deﬁnition).
Then, [6, Th. 27] establishes the folowing lower bound on
the error probability of a codeCwith cardinalityMused over
a channelPY|X,
Pe(C)≥infPX
sup
QY
α1M PX×PY|X,PX×QY . (1)
This bound, or the more general [6, Th. 26], are sometimes
referred to as meta-converse bounds, since many previous
converse bounds in the literature can be proven as corolaries
via relaxation. Particularized forn-uses of a memoryless
binary symmetric channel (BSC), the meta-converse bound (1)
recovers the sphere-packing bound for BSCs [7, eq. (5.8.19)]
(see [6, Sec. III.H]). In this seting, the right-hand side of (1)
coincides with the exact error probability whenever perfect
or quasi-perfect codes exist. In particular, a binary code is
said to beperfectif non-overlapping Hamming spheres of
radiustcentered on the codewords exactly ﬁl out the space.
Similarly, aquasi-perfectcode is deﬁned as a code in which
Hamming spheres of radiustcentered on the codewords
are non-overlapping and Hamming spheres of radiust+1
cover the space, possibly with overlaps. This deﬁnition
coincides with that ofsphere-packed codesintroduced by
Galager [7, Sec. 5.8]. Since quasi-perfect codes atain the
lower bound (1), they achieve the minimum error probability in
a BSC among al the codes with the same blocklength and rate.
In this work, we generalize the deﬁnition of perfect and
quasi-perfect codes beyond Hamming distance and show
their optimality for general discrete channels under certain
symmetry conditions. The new deﬁnition, which is channel-
dependent, folows from the packing and covering properties
of generalized spheres whose shape is tilted using an auxil-
iary probability measure. We show that generalized perfect
and quasi-perfect codes atain equality in (1). Therefore,
they achieve the minimum error probability among al the
codes with the same blocklength and rate. As an example,
we study a family ofq-ary symmetric erasure channels and
we show that maximum-distance separable (MDS) codes are
generalized quasi-perfect for these channels. As a result,
we obtain an alternative proof of the optimality of MDS
codes forq
1
-ary symmetric erasure channels. Extensions to
almost-lossless source-channel coding and lossy compression
under an excess-distortion constraint are discussed.
Our results are related to previous works. A tightened ver-
sion of the meta-converse, derived for a ﬁxed code, was shown
to coincide with the exact error probability in [8, Th. 1].
In contrast to [8], in this paper we show that the bound (1),
which applies to every code of cardinalityM, also yields
the exact error probability in certain cases. Hamada [9]
also studied a generalization of perfect and quasi-perfect
codes beyond Hamming distance. Using a variation of the
Fano metric [10, eq. (9.10)], Hamada derived a lower bound
to the channel coding error probability. Our deﬁnition of
quasi-perfect codes includes [9, Deﬁnition 1] as a special
case and recovers Hamada’s condition for achieving minimum
error probability [9, Th. 3]. Nevertheless, the class of codes
considered here is more general than that in [9] and shows
connections not previously treated in the literature.
The structure of the paper is as folows. In Section II we
introduce the binary hypothesis testing framework and notation
used in the rest of the paper. In Section III we introduce
the system model and show the optimality of the so-caled
generalized quasi-perfect codes. A family of erasure channels
is studied in detail under this formulation in Section IV and the
optimality of MDS codes is shown. Sections V and VI extend
the notion of generalized quasi-perfect codes to almost-lossless
source-channel coding and lossy compression under maximum
excess-distortion probability, respectively. Section VII closes
the paper with some ﬁnal remarks.
II. BINARYHYPOTHESISTESTING
Consider a non-Bayesian binary hypothesis test discrimi-
nating between distributionsP0andP1deﬁned over some
discrete alphabetZ.1LetT(z)∈[0,1]denote the probability
of the test deciding hypothesis 0 (corresponding toP0)given
an observationz. Then, 1−T(z)is the probability of deciding
hypothesis 1 (i.e.,P1). Letπj|i(T)denote the probability that
testTdecidesjwheniis the true hypothesis, i.e.,
π0|1(T)
z
T(z)P1(z), (2)
π1|0(T) 1−
z
T(z)P0(z), (3)
and we denote the minimum error probabilityπ1|0among al
testsTwithπ0|1at mostβ,as
αβ P0,P1 infT:π0|1(T)≤βπ1|0(T). (4)
Neyman and Pearson provided in [11] an explicit form for the
test achieving the optimal tradeofαβ P0,P1. In particular,
for anyγ≥0,θ∈[0,1], an optimal test is given by
TNP(z) 1 P0(z)P1(z)>γ +θ1
P0(z)
P1(z)=γ, (5)
where1[·]denotes the indicator function.TNPachieves the
optimal tradeofαβ P0,P1 =π1|0(TNP)whenγandθare
chosen such thatβ=π0|1(TNP). The result is usualy known
as the Neyman-Pearson (NP) lemma. A direct consequence of
1The restriction to discrete alphabets can be avoided by simply replacing
the ratio of probability mass functionsby the coresponding Radon-Nykodim
derivative.
the NP lemma is the folowing characterization of the optimal
error probability tradeofαβ P0,P1.
Lemma 1:For any non-Bayesian binary hypothesis test
discriminating betweenP0andP1,
αβ P0,P1
=sup
γ≥0
P P0(Z0)P1(Z0)≤γ +γP
P0(Z1)
P1(Z1)>γ −γβ ,(6)
whereZi∼Pi,i=0,1.
Proof: See Appendix A.
III. GENERALIZEDPERFECTCODES
An equiprobable message m ∈{1,...,M}is to be
transmited over a channel with transition probabilityPY|X,
inputx∈ X and outputy∈ Y,andwhereX andY
are the one-shot input/output discrete alphabets.2A channel
code is the set of codewordsC={x1,...,xM},xi∈X
fori=1,...,M, assigned to each of the messages. Under
maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, the error probability for
the codeCis
Pe(C)=1− 1M y
maxx∈CPY|X(y|x). (7)
Henceforth, we wil restrict atention to the folowing class
of random transformations.
Deﬁnition 1:LetFx(τ ) PPY|X(Y|x)≥ τ, where
Y∼ PY|X=xandτ∈[0,1]. A channelPY|X issymmetric
ifFx(τ )does not depend on the inputx,
Fx(τ )=F(τ ), ∀x∈X, τ∈[0,1]. (8)
In the special case of discrete memoryless channels,
Deﬁnition 1 implies that the rows of the channel transi-
tion matrix (with inputs as rows and outputs as columns),
PY|X(·|x), are permutations of each other. This deﬁnition
coincides with that ofuniformly dispersivechannels of
Massey [12, Sec. 4.2] and is less restrictive than those of
Cover and Thomas [13, Sec. 7.2] and Galager [7, p. 94].
The deﬁnition in [13, Sec. 7.2] additionaly requires that the
columns of the channel transition matrix are permutations of
each other. The deﬁnition in [7, p. 94] requires the channel
transition matrix to be partitioned in submatrices such that
each submatrix fulﬁls the conditions in [13, Sec. 7.2]. Rela-
tions among these notions are investigated in [14, Sec. VI.B].
LetQbe an auxiliary distribution deﬁned on the output
alphabetY. For an observationy∈Y, the codewordx∈Cthat
maximizes the metric PY|X(y|x)also maximizes the metric
q(x,y)= PY|X(y|x)Q(y) . We conclude that the decoding regionsinduced by the ML decoder (with metricPY|X(y|x))and
those of the maximum metric decoder (with metricq(x,y))
coincide. This obvious fact proves to be instrumental next.
For anyτ≥0 and any auxiliary distributionQdeﬁned
overY,wedeﬁneSx(τ,Q)∈Yto be the set of outputsy
2For example, for a BSC with crossover probability and blocklength
n,X =Y={0,1}nandPY|X(y|x)= w(x⊕y)(1− )n−w(x⊕y)wherex=(x1,...,xn)andy=(y1,...,yn)denote the channel input and output,respectively, andw(·)
2
denotes the Hamming weight.
with likelihood given inputxat leastτQ(y), i.e.,
Sx(τ,Q) y∈Y PY|X(y|x)Q(y) ≥τ . (9)
The shape ofSx(τ,Q)in (9) is tilted via the auxiliary
probability measureQ. Note that in contrast to Deﬁnition 1,
Sx(τ,Q)is deﬁned for anyτ≥0, not necessarilyτ∈[0,1].
We refer to Sx(τ,Q)as a sphere of radiusτcentered onx,
although in generalX = Yandq(x,y) PY|X(y|x)Q(y) neednot be a distance measure. This metric is equivalent to the
Fano metric [10, eq. (9.10)], deﬁned as−logq(x,y)=
log Q(y)PY|X(y|x). For channels such as the BSC, logPY|X(y|x)isan afﬁne function of the Hamming distance betweenxandy
and, hence,Sx(τ,Q)becomes a Hamming sphere when the
crossover probability is at most12andQis the equiprobabledistribution.
The sphereSx(γ ,Q)corresponds to the decision region
of the NP test (5) withP0 ← PY|X(·|x),P1 ← Q(·),
andθ← 1. This motivates a new deﬁnition of perfect and
quasi-perfect codes that wil be presented next, and establishes
the connection between these codes and the meta-converse
bound (1). We deﬁne the interior and the outer shel of
Sx(τ,Q)as
Si,x(τ,Q) y∈Y PY|X(y|x)Q(y) >τ , (10)
So,x(τ,Q) y∈Y PY|X(y|x)Q(y) =τ . (11)
We consider the set of distributions Qsuch that the tilted
channelP˜Y|X(y|x)∝ PY|X(y|x)Q(y) remains symmetric. Moreprecisely, we deﬁne the set of symmetry-preserving auxiliary
output distributions
Q Q∈P(Y) Fx(τ,Q)=F(τ,Q),∀x∈X,τ≥0,
(12)
where Fx(τ,Q) PY ∈Sx(τ,Q) withY ∼ PY|X=x,
andP(A)denotes the set of al probability distributions over
alphabetA.
For symmetric channelsPY|X,thesetQis non-empty as
it always includes the equiprobable distribution, and it may
include other auxiliary distributions. For example, consider a
single use of the binary erasure channel (BEC) with erasure
symbole. In this case, any distribution of the formQ(0)=
Q(1)=ξ,Q(e)=1−2ξ, does not alter the symmetry of
the original channel, and therefore it is included inQ.This
example wil be studied in detail in Section IV.
For a ﬁxedQ∈Q, we use the short-hand notationQ[A]
P[Y∈A],Y∼Q.
Lemma 2:LetPY|X be a symmetric channel andQ∈Q
deﬁned in (12). Then, the probabilities QSx(τ,Q),
QSi,x(τ,Q)andQSo,x(τ,Q)are independent ofx∈X
for anyτ≥0.
Proof: We prove that the term QSo,x(τ,Q)does not
depend onx. Then, the independence of the other two terms
folows since
QSx(τ,Q)=
τ∈LQ∩[τ,∞)
QSo,x(τ,Q), (13)
QSi,x(τ,Q)=
τ∈LQ∩(τ,∞)
QSo,x(τ,Q), (14)
where the countable setLQis deﬁned as
LQ ν∈R ∃x∈X,∃y∈Y,PY|X(y|x)Q(y) =ν . (15)
To show thatQSo,x(τ,Q)is independent ofx, we write
QSo,x(τ,Q)= yQ(y)1 PY|X(y|x)=τQ(y) (16)
=1τ yPY|X(y|x)1 PY|X(y|x)=τQ(y)
(17)
=limδ→0
1
τ(Fx(τ,Q)−Fx(τ+δ,Q)), (18)
where (18) holds for any Q ∈ Q in view of (12). The
result folows sinceFx(τ,Q)does not depend onxfor
anyQ∈Q.
Then, according to Lemma 2, we deﬁne for symmetric
channels the probability measures
Q(τ ) QSx(τ,Q), (19a)
Qi(τ ) QSi,x(τ,Q), (19b)
Qo(τ ) QSo,x(τ,Q). (19c)
For a ﬁxed codeCand auxiliary distributionQ∈Q,welet
η≥0 be the largest value such that∪x∈CSx(η,Q)=Y.Sim-
ilarly, letν≥0 be the smalest value such that the codeword
centered sets Si,x(ν,Q)x∈Care disjoint. We respectivelyrefer toηandνas thecoveringandpacking radiof the
codeCwith respect toQ. Intuitively,Si,x(ν,Q)is the largest
sphere packed inside the ML decoding region corresponding
tox∈C. Similarly,Sx(η,Q)is the smalest sphere centered
atx∈Cwhich completely covers the corresponding ML
decoding region.
Deﬁnition 2:A codeCisgeneralized perfectforPY|X,
if there existsγ ≥ 0andQ ∈Q such that the output
alphabet can be partitioned into the codeword-centered sets
Sx(γ ,Q), i.e.,
x∈C
Sx(γ ,Q)=Y (20)
where the union is disjoint. A code isgeneralized quasi-perfect
if there existsγ≥0andQ∈Qsuch that (20) is satisﬁed and
the codeword-centered setsSi,x(γ ,Q)x∈Care disjoint.34Note that for generalized quasi-perfect codes the covering
and packing radi coincide. The deﬁnition of quasi-perfect
3Occasionaly, it is convenient to specify the auxiliary output distribution
under which the code is generalized perfect or quasi-perfect, in which case
we refer to the code as generalizedQperfect/quasi-perfect.
4While the setsSx(γ,Q)andSi,x(γ,Q)are a function of the parametersγandQ, they depend only on their product (see (9) and (10). Therefore, the two
parametersγ≥0andQ∈Q appearing in the deﬁnition of generalized
perfect and quasi-perfect codescan be replaced by a single unnormalized
measure f(y)=γQ(y)
3
.
codes includes perfect codes as a special case. To avoid
ambiguities, for perfect codes we require thatγis the largest
value satisfying (20). For this value ofγ,
x∈C
Si,x(γ ,Q)⊂Y. (21)
The main result in this work, Theorem 1, is a conse-
quence of the folowing converse result, which is a reﬁnement
of [10, (9.15)–(9.16)].
Lemma 3:LetPY|Xbe a symmetric channel and letQ∈Q.
The error probability of any codeCwith M codewords
satisﬁes, for anyγ≥0andanyQ∈Q,
Pe(C)≥γ Qi(γ )− 1M +τ∈LQ∩[0,γ]
τQo(τ ), (22)
where LQ is deﬁned in (15). Furthermore, the lower
bound (22) holds with equality if and only ifCis generalized
quasi-perfect andγandQare those parameters (not neces-
sarily unique) satisfying the conditions in Deﬁnition 2.
Proof: LetC={x1,...,xM}be an arbitrary code. We
consider a deterministic ML decoder which partitions the
output space into disjoint decoding regions{D1,...,DM}.The
error probability (7) becomes
Pe(C)=1− 1M
M
m=1y∈Dm
PY|X(y|xm). (23)
For an observedy, the codewordx∈Cthat maximizes
the metricPY|X(y|x)coincides with the one maximizing the
metricq(x,y)= PY|X(y|x)Q(y) . Then, using the deﬁnition of thecovering and packing radiηandν, respectively, it folows
that
Si,xm(ν,Q)⊆Dm⊆Sxm(η,Q), (24)
for 1≤m≤M. As a result,Dmcan be decomposed as
Dm=Si,xm(ν,Q) ∪τ∈LQ∩[η,ν]Dm∩So,xm(τ,Q) ,
(25)
and (23) becomes
Pe(C)=1− 1M
M
m=1 y∈Si,xm(ν,Q)
PY|X(y|xm)
+
τ∈LQ∩[η,ν]y∈Dm∩So,xm(τ,Q)
PY|X(y|xm). (26)
SincePY|X(y|x)Q(y) =τfor anyy∈So,x(τ,Q), we write
y∈Si,x(ν)
PY|X(y|x)=
y∈Si,x(ν,Q)
PY|X(y|x)
Q(y) Q(y) (27)
=
τ∈LQ∩(ν,∞)y∈So,x(τ,Q)
τQ(y) (28)
=
τ∈LQ∩(ν,∞)
τQo(τ ), (29)
where in (29) we used Lemma 2 andQo(τ )=QSo,x(τ,Q)
as deﬁned in (19c). Similarly,
y∈Dm∩So,x(τ,Q)
PY|X(y|x)=
y∈Dm∩So,x(τ,Q)
τQ(y) (30)
=τQo,m(τ ) (31)
where we abbreviateQo,m(τ ) QDm∩So,xm(τ,Q).Substituting (29) and (31) in (26), yields
Pe(C)=1−
τ∈LQ∩(ν,∞)
τQo(τ )
+ 1M
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩[η,ν]
τQo,m(τ ). (32)
Since{Dm}Mm=1deﬁnes a partition of the output space,Mm=1QDm =1. Using (25) and the deﬁnitions ofQi(·)andQo,m(·), we obtain
1=
M
m=1
QDm =MQi(ν)+
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩[η,ν]
Qo,m(τ ).(33)
Upon rearranging terms, (33) yields
ν 1M−Qi(ν) =
1
M
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩[η,ν]
νQo,m(τ ) (34)
≥ 1M
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩[η,ν]
τQo,m(τ ). (35)
Then, using (34)-(35) in (32), it folows thatPe(C)≥ (ν)
where
(ν) 1−
τ∈LQ∩(ν,∞)
τQo(τ )+ν 1M−Qi(ν) .(36)
For quasi-perfect codes satisfying Deﬁnition 2, there exist
Q∈Qandγ=ν=ηsuch that covering and packing radi
coincide. Then, for this choice of parameters, inequality (35)
becomes an equality andPe(C)= (γ ). We conclude that, for
a generalized quasi-perfect codeC, (22) holds with equality
for any choice (not necessarily unique) ofγandQsatisfying
the conditions in Deﬁnition 2.
IfCis not generalized quasi-perfect,ν >ηfor every
Q∈Qand the inequality (35) is strict. Then,Pe(C)> (ν).
We next show that Pe(C)> (γ)for any choice ofγ≥0 not
necessarily equal to the packing radiusν. First, note that for
γ>ν, both (32) and (34)-(35) stil hold substitutingνbyγ.
Then, the discussion above stil applies.
Assume now thatη≤γ<ν. We rewrite (32) as
Pe(C)=1+ 1M
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩(γ ,ν]
τ m(τ )
−
τ∈LQ∩(γ ,∞)
τQo(τ )− 1M
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩[η,γ]
τQo,m(τ ).
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(37)
where m(τ ) Qo(τ )−Qo,m(τ ). Similarly, (33) becomes
1=MQi(γ )+
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩[η,γ]
Qo,m(τ )
−
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩(γ ,ν]
m(τ ). (38)
Folowing analogous steps as in (34)-(35), via (37) we obtain
Pe(C)≥ (γ )+ 1M
M
m=1τ∈LQ∩(γ ,ν]
(τ−γ) m(τ ). (39)
Al terms in the inner sum in (39) satisfyτ−γ >0and
m(τ )≥0. If the codeCis not generalized quasi-perfect,
then, eitherPe(C)> (γ)or m(τ ) >0 for at least one
term in the sum. As the same proof steps folow forγ<η,
we conclude thatPe(C)> (γ)for anyγ≥0,Q∈Q,
provided thatCis not quasi-perfect.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section,
which shows that the ML decoding error probability of gen-
eralized perfect and quasi-perfect codes coincides with the
meta-converse lower bound (1).
Theorem 1:Let PY|X be a symmetric discrete channel
andCbe generalized quasi-perfect code. Then,Catains the
minimum error probability among al codes with M code-
words, which is given by
Pe(C)=minPX maxQ∈Q α1M PX×PY|X,PX×Q (40)
=maxQ∈Q α1M PY|X=x,Q,for everyx∈X. (41)
Conversely, any code for which (40)-(41) hold is generalized
quasi-perfect.
Proof: Let us consider the hypothesis test in (40).
We apply Lemma 1 with P0← PX×PY|XandP1← PX×Q.
Using the deﬁnition of the setSi,x(·)andQi(·)in Lemma 2
yields
α1M PX×PY|X,PX×Q
=sup
γ≥0 x,y/∈Si,x(γ ,Q)
PX(x)PY|X(y|x)+γQi(γ )−γM .
(42)
For anyy∈So,x(τ,Q), τ∈LQ,whereLQis deﬁned in (15),
it holds thatPY|X(y|x)Q(y) =τ. Then,
y/∈Si,x(γ ,Q)
PY|X(y|x)=
τ∈LQ∩[0,γ]y∈So,x(τ,Q)
PY|X(y|x)
(43)
=
τ∈LQ∩[0,γ]y∈So,x(τ,Q)
τQ(y) (44)
=
τ∈LQ∩[0,γ]
τQo(τ ), (45)
which does not depend onx(see Lemma 2). Then, (42)
becomes
α1M PX×PY|X,PX×Q
=maxγ≥0 τ∈LQ∩[0,γ]
τQo(τ )+γQi(γ )−γM . (46)
According to (1), the right-hand side of (46) is a lower
bound toPe(C). According to Lemma 3, the term in braces
in (46) is precisely the error probability of a generalized
quasi-perfect code with parametersQandγ. Therefore, when-
ever such a code exists the lower bound (46) is achievable
and (40) holds with equality. Moreover, (41) holds since (46)
does not depend onPXfor symmetric channels andQ∈Q.
Let nowQ ∈ Q achieve (40)-(41), and letγbe the
maximizer in (46). It folows from Lemma 3 that the term
in braces in (46) is the error probability of a codeCif and
only ifCis generalized quasi-perfect and the parametersγ
andQsatisfy the conditions in Deﬁnition 2. We conclude
that, if (40)-(41) hold,Cmust be generalized quasi-perfect.
For any codebookC={x1,...,xM},weletPCX denotethe empirical input distribution induced byC,i.e.,PCX(x)1M Mm=11{x=xm}. It was shown in [8, Th. 1] that the errorprobability of any code can be expressed as
Pe(C)=maxQ α1M P
CX×PY|X,PCX×Q (47)
≥minPX maxQ α1M PX×PY|X,PX×Q , (48)
Eq. (47) shows that the meta-converse bound, when applied
to a ﬁxed codeC, coincides with the exact error proba-
bilityPe(C). Theorem 1 shows that, under certain symme-
try conditions, the relaxation (48) also coincides with the
exact error probability, provided that a quasi-perfect code
of cardinalityM exists for this channel. Note that Theo-
rem 1 is more general than the result obtained by Hamada
in [9, Th. 3]. For instance, Theorem 1 can be used to prove
the ﬁnite-blocklength optimality of MDS codes forq-ary
erasure channels, as we show in the next section.
IV. SYMMETRICERASURE/ERRORCHANNELS
Consider a symmetric erasure/error channel PY|X with
discrete input alphabetX,|X| =q, and output alphabet
Y=X∪{e}whereecorresponds to the erasure symbol:
PY|X(y|x)=


1−δ− ,y=x,
δ, y=e,
q−1, otherwise.
(49)
Whenq=2, this channel includes as particular cases the BSC
and the BEC by letingδ=0and =0, respectively.
We consider nuses of this channel. Letx=(x1,...,xn)
andy=(y1,...,yn)denote the channel input and output,
respectively. For a given pair ofxandy, we deﬁne the number
of erasures and the number of ﬂip-errors, respectively, as
ey
n
i=1
1[yi=e],
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(50)
dx,y
n
i=1
1[xi=yi=e]. (51)
Then-dimensional channel transition probability is given by
PY|X(y|x)=δey q−1dx,y(1−δ− )n−ey−dx,y. (52)
We assume that q−1<1−δ− . Otherwise, observing thetransmited symbol at the output of the channel would be
less likely than observing any of the otherq−1 symbols.
Particularized to the BSC (withq=2,δ=0), this assumption
boils down to the crossover probability being <12.We deﬁne the auxiliary distribution
QY(y) 1cδey q−1 (ey)(1−δ− )n−ey− (ey), (53)
wherecis a normalizing constant, and (e)≥0issome
non-negative function of the number of erasurese, which can
be optimized over. Intuitively, (e)corresponds to the average
number of ﬂip-errors that a good code can correct when the
output sequence is afected byeerasures. For binary-input
channels, a good choice for (e)is given by
(e)=max 0, n−log2M −e+12 . (54)
SinceQY(y)only depends onyvia the number of era-suresey, it does not afect the symmetry of the vector channel
PY|Xand thusQY∈Q. We particularize Theorem 1 for thischannel and ﬁx the tilting probability measureQ= QY toobtain the folowing lower bound, which can be maximized
over auxiliary functions (e)≥0.
Corolary 1:The error probability of any codeCwith
cardinalityMused over the channel (52) satisﬁes
Pe(C)≥
n
e=0
n−e
d=0
n
e
n−e
d (q−1)
dδe(1−δ− )n−e
× ϕmax(d,(e))−ϕ
(e)
M , (55)
whereϕ q−1(1−δ− )−1< 1and (e)≥0isanypositive function of the number of erasurese. Moreover, ifC
is a generalized quasi-perfect code that satisﬁes Deﬁnition 2
withγ=candQ=QYthen (55) holds with equality.Proof: Let us consider the lower bound that folows
from (46) by ﬁxingQ=QY, deﬁned in (53), and ﬁxingγ=cto be the normalization factor appearing in (53). In view of
the channel symmetry and the choice ofQ, we can write for
anyx∈Xn
maxQ∈Q α1M PX×PY|X,PX×Q
≥
y/∈Si,x(c,QY)
PY|X(y|x)−c 1M−y∈Si,x(c,QY)
QY(y).
(56)
For the choiceγ=candQ=QY,thesetsSi,x(γ ,Q)become
Si,x(c,QY)= y∈Y dx,y< (ey). (57)
We parametrize each output sequence yby the indices
e=ey∈[0,n]andd=dx,y∈[0,n−ey].Foragivenx,there
are exactlyne n−ed (q−1)doutput sequencesywith indicese,d. Using this parametric representation, the sets (57), and
the deﬁnitions ofPY|Xin (52) andQYin (53), we obtain
y/∈Si,x(c,QY)
PY|X(y|x)=
n
e=0
n−e
d= (e)
n
e
n−e
d (q−1)
d
×(1−δ− )n−eδeϕd, (58)
and
y∈Si,x(c,QY)
QY(y)=1c
n
e=0
(e)−1
d=0
n
e
n−e
d (q−1)
d
×(1−δ− )n−eδeϕ(e). (59)
Substituting (58) and (59) in (56), reorganizing terms, yields
maxQ∈Q α1M PX×PY|X,PX×Q ≥
n
e=0
n−e
d=0
n
e
n−e
d
×(q−1)d(1−δ− )n−eδeϕmax(d,(e))− cM.(60)
Finaly, noting that
n−e
d=0
n−e
d (q−1)
d=qn−e, (61)
we obtain for the normalizing constant in (53),
c=
n
e=0
n
eq
n−e(1−δ− )n−eδeϕ(e). (62)
Substituting (62) in (60), via the meta-converse bound (1),
we obtain (55). According to Lemma 3, (55) holds
with equality if Cis generalizedQY-quasi-perfect withparameterγ=c.
Let dmin denote the minimum Hamming distance
between any pair of codewords inC. The Singleton bound
[15, Th. 4.5.6] establishes the maximum number of
codewordsM in aq-ary block codeCof lengthnand
minimum distancedmin,
logqM≤n−dmin+1. (63)
Those codes achieving the Singleton bound with equality
are termed MDS codes. Examples of MDS codes include
those that have only two complementary codewords thus
havingdmin = n, non-redundant codes, i.e.,C= X,for
whichdmin=1, codes with a single parity symbol for which
dmin = 2, and their corresponding dual codes. These are
often caled trivial MDS codes. In the case of binary alpha-
bets, only trivial MDS codes exist. For non-binary alphabets,
Reed-Solomon codes are the most famous non-trivial MDS
codes.
MDS codes are indeed generalized quasi-perfect codes for
theq-ary erasure channel ( = 0 in (52)). Then, for any
function (e)≥ 0 such that (e)= 0 if, and only if,
e>n−logqM, (53) becomes
QY(y)= 0, ey≤n−logqM,1cδey(1−δ)n−ey,ey>n−logqM,
(64)
since (53) abides by the convention 00=
6
1.
Consider a generalized QY -quasi-perfect code. For thedeﬁnition of the spheres Sx (·) we use the convention that,
whenever QY ( y) = 0,
PY|X(y|x)
QY(y)
= 0, ifPY|X(y|x)=0,∞,ifPY|X(y|x)>0. (65)
The spheres induced by this code are such that their
interiorSi,x(c,QY)is the set of output sequencesythatare compatible with the inputxwith a number of erasures
ey ≤ n−logqM. Since the codeword-centered interiorsdo not overlap, the minimum distance of the code is at
leastn−logqM +1. Since the codeword centered shelsSo,x(c,QY)overlap at some point, thendminis exactly
dmin= n−logqM +1, (66)
which coincides with the Singleton bound (63) whenM is
apowerofq. As a result, we conclude that MDS codes are
also quasi-perfect. By leting → 0 in Corolary 1 for any
(e)such that (e)=0ife>n−logqM, we obtain thefolowing result.
Corolary 2:The error probability of any codeCwith
cardinalityMused over aq-ary erasure channel satisﬁes
Pe(C)≥
n
e=n−logqM +1
n
eδ
e(1−δ)n−e 1−qn−eM ,(67)
with equality ifCis generalized quasi-perfect with parameters
γ=candQ=QY, as deﬁned in (64).The bound in (67) coincides with the converse
bound [6, Th. 38]. As observed in [6], this lower bound is
tight whenCis an MDS code. Here this result is recovered
via the deﬁnition of generalized quasi-perfect codes.
We conclude this section with two numerical examples.
First, let us consider the transmission ofM =4 codewords
over a blocklength-nbinary input channel (52) for three sets
of parameters: BSC with(, δ)=(0.25,0), a channel with
erasures and errors with(, δ)=(0.05,0.2)and BEC with
(, δ)=(0,0.25). Figure 1 depicts the exact error probability
Pe(C)of the best code compared to the lower bound (55) with
the choice of (e)given in (54). The optimal codes for the
BSC and BEC are taken from [16] and [17], respectively. For
the channel with combined erasures and errors optimal codes
are not known forn≥4 and we use the optimal codes for the
BEC from [17], since they ofer beter performance. Figure 1
shows that the bound (55) for the BSC coincides with the code
error probability at the points were quasi-perfect codes exist
with respect to the Hamming distance (n=2,3,4,5,6,8). For
the BEC, the bound (55) (which coincides with (67)) provides
the exact error probability at those points where (trivial) MDS
codes exist (n=2,3), as they are generalized quasi-perfect.
For the combined errors-erasures channel, to match the lower
bound, the codes need to be generalized quasi-perfect for both
the BSC and BEC, which only occurs atn=2,3.
Second, we consider a 32-ary channel (49), and ﬁxed
transmission rateR= 1nlog32M = 12. Figure 2 depicts the
Fig. 1. Eror probability fornuses of the channel (52), withq=2,M=4
and BSC:(, δ)=(0.25,0), erasures and erors:(, δ)=(0.05,0.2),and
BEC:(, δ)=(0,0.25).
Fig. 2. Eror probability fornuses of the channel (52) withq=32, ﬁxed
transmission rateR= 1nlog32M = 12, and erasures and erors:(, δ)=(0.01,0.36), only erasures:(, δ)=(0,0.36).
lower bound (55) (optimized over a family of functions (e)5)
for combined erasures and errors with(, δ)=(0.01,0.36),
and the lower bound (67) for erasures only with(, δ)=
(0,0.36). For even blocklengths, we have estimated the perfor-
mance of the Reed-Solomon code in both scenarios with 106
Monte Carlo realizations. Recall that Reed-Solomon codes are
deﬁned for blocklengthsn≤q−1 and they are generalized
quasi-perfect for theq-ary erasure channel. Therefore, they
atain the lower bound (67) with equality in the erasure-only
case. While their performance with errors and erasures is not
far from the lower bound (55) evaluated with the functions in
footnote 5, a gap does exist in this case. Reed-Solomon codes
5In particular, the lower bound (55) has been maximized over the func-
tions (e)of the form 0(e)= max 0,n−log2M−e+1A , 1(e)=
max 0, n−log2M −e+1A ,and 2(e)=max 0, n−log2M −e+1A
whereA∈{1.25,1.5,1.75,2}
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can be extended for blocklengthsn= qandn= q+1,
but there exist no MDS codes for longer blocklengths in
general [18].
V. ALMOST-LOSSLESSSOURCE-CHANNELCODING
In this section, the notion of quasi-perfect codes is gener-
alized to alow non-equiprobable messages, hence an optimal
code needs be matched both to the source and the channel.
We consider the almost-lossless source-channel coding set-
ting. A source generates messagesv∈V,whereVis a ﬁnite
alphabet, according toPV. The messagevis to be transmited
over a channelPY|X,x∈X andy∈Y, using a channel
encoder that maps each source messagevinto a codeword
xv ∈X. WeletPCX|V denote the conditional distribution
PX|V induced by the codebookC x1,...,x|V|.The
receiver uses maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) decoding to decide
on the transmited messagevˆ∈V. This decoder minimizes the
average error probability, which is given by
Pe(C)=PVˆ=V (68)
=1−
y
maxv PV(v)PY|X y|xv. (69)
Next, the concept of generalized quasi-perfect codes pre-
sented in Section III is further generalized to match both
source and channel.
Deﬁnition 3:A source-channel codeCisgeneralized per-
fectwith respect to a given sourcePV and channelPY|X,
if there exists˜γ≥0 and an auxiliary distributionQ∈Qsuch
that
v∈V
Sxv γ˜PV(v),Q =Y, (70)
where the union is disjoint. More generaly, a code isgen-
eralized quasi-perfectif there existsγ˜ ≥ 0andQ ∈Q
such that (70) is satisﬁed and the codeword-centered sets
Si,xv γ˜PV(v),Q ,v∈V are disjoint.The deﬁnition of a source-channel quasi-perfect code
induces a packing of spheres whose radi depend on the
probability of the associated source message – more probable
source messages are associated to larger spheres. Naturaly,
if the source messages are equiprobable, then the radi of the
spheres become independent of the associated source message
and Deﬁnition 3 boils down to Deﬁnition 2. The generalization
of Theorem 1 is as folows.
Theorem 2:LetPVbe the distribution of the source mes-
sages,PY|Xbe a symmetric channel, andCbe a generalized
quasi-perfect source-channel code. Then,
Pe(C)
=minPX|VmaxQ∈Q α1|V| PV×PX|V×PY|X,P¯V×PX|V×Q ,
(71)
whereP¯V(v)= 1|V|for alv∈V. Conversely, if (71) holds,thenCis generalizedQ-quasi-perfect with respect to the
sourcePVand channelPY|X.
Proof: See Appendix B.
The right-hand side of (71) is precisely the converse
bound [19, Th. 4] particularized to the almost-lossless seting.
Therefore, Theorem 2 shows that [19, Th. 4] is tight provided
that a generalized quasi-perfect code matched to the source and
channel exists.
As a particular case, consider a noiseless channel such that
y=xwithX =Y={1,...,M},and|V|> M.Inthis
case, Deﬁnition 3 yields “spheres” of size 1 for theM most
probable messages and the|V|−M least probable messages
are assigned to “empty spheres”. In practice, the messages
associated to these “empty spheres” can be assigned to an
arbitrary channel index, as they always yield to a decoding
error given their smaler probability. This code corresponds
precisely to the wel-known optimal almost-lossless block
source code. When theM most probable messages have a
strictly larger probability than that of the|V|−M least
probable messages, the code is generalized perfect according
to Deﬁnition 3. When theM-th and(M+1)-th most probable
messages have the same probability, the code is generalized
quasi-perfect.
VI. LOSSYSOURCECODING
In this section, we consider the lossy source coding problem
with a maximum distortion constraint. A source generates
messagesv∈Vwith probability distributionPV. The source
encoder maps the messagevto a codewordw∈W belonging
to a length-M codebookC={w1,w2,...,wM}.HereW
denotes the reconstruction alphabet. We deﬁne a non-negative
real-valued distortion measured(v, w):V×W → R+ and
consider a maximum alowed distortionD. The minimum
excess-distortion probability of a given codeCis deﬁned as
Ped(C,D) Pd(V,W)>D (72)
=1−Pminw∈Cd(V,w)≤D, (73)
where in (73) we used that the minimum excess distortion
probability is atained by assigning each source message to
the closest (in terms of distortion measure) codewordw∈C.
Quasi-perfect codes have good packing and covering prop-
erties simultaneously. Therefore, they are both good channel,
as shown in the previous sections, and source codes, as shown
next. According to Deﬁnition 2 whether a code is generalized
quasi-perfect code depends on the channel. In the lossy
source-coding seting, this channel turns out to correspond
to the test channel induced by the rate-distortion function,
although the later only gives the asymptotic fundamental
limit.
Consider a block source encoder that encodesnindependent
realizations of the sourcePV using a codebook of cardinal-
ity 2nR. Rate-distortion theory states that, as the blocklengthn
grows large, the largest rateRof a codebook with maximum
distortionD and vanishing excess-distortion probability is
given by
R(D) minPW|V:E[d(V,W)]≤DI(V;W). (74)
The optimalPW|V in (74) induces atest channel PV|W
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maps the reconstruction points into the source alphabet. More
precisely, letPW(w)= vPV(v)PW|V(w|v), then, Bayes’
rule yieldsPV|W(v|w)= PV(v)PW|V(w|v)PW(w) . It is shown in [13,Sec. 10.7] that the optimal test channel has the form
PV|W(v|w)=PV(v)e
−λd(v,w)
µ(v) , (75)
for someλ ≥0, such that the normalization factorµ(v)=
wPW(w)e−λd(v,w)is independent ofw.Let us consider the channel coding problem, as described
in Section III, of transmitingM messages over the chan-
nelPV|W. Good channel codes forPV|W become goodsource codes for the sourcePV and distortion measure
d(v, w). In particular, quasi-perfect codes atain the minimum
excess-distortion probability, as the next result shows.
Theorem 3:Consider a sourcePVwithPV(v) >0,v∈V,
distortion measured(v, w)and maximum distortionD.Let
the test channelPV|W in (75) be symmetric and letQ˜(v)=1cµPV(v)µ(v) satisfyQ˜∈Q,whereµ(v)is the normalizing factor
in (75) andcµ v PV(v)µ(v). Then, the excess-distortionprobability of any size-M generalized quasi-perfect codeC
with parametersγandQ=Q˜is equal to
Ped(C,D)=maxQV αMξC(D)PV,QV , (76)
where, for anyA⊆W,
ξA(D) supw∈AP[d(V,w)≤D],V∼QV. (77)
Moreover, if D ≥ −1λlogγ/cµ, the excess-distortionprobability isPed(C,D)=0.
Proof: See Appendix C.
In [8, Th. 3], the excess-distortion probability of any
source codeC(not necessarily quasi-perfect) is expressed as
the error probability of an induced binary hypothesis test with
certain parameters,
Ped(C,D)=maxQV αρC(D)PV,QV , (78)
where
ρC(D) Pminw∈Cd(V,w)≤D,V∼QV. (79)
Invoking
Pminw∈Cd(V,w)≤D ≤ Msupw∈CP[d(V,w)≤D] (80)
≤ M sup
w∈W
P[d(V,w)≤D], (81)
the identity (78) yields the lower bounds
Ped(C,D)≥maxQV αMξC(D)PV,QV (82)
≥maxQV αMξW (D)PV,QV . (83)
Theorem 3 shows that, provided that a quasi-perfect code
exists with certain parameters, the lower bound (82) holds
with equality. The relaxation from the code to the whole
reconstruction alphabet in (83) coincides with [20, Th. 8].
For certain sources, inequality (83) may hold with equality
as the next example shows.
Fig. 3. Minimum excess-distortion probability forni.i.d. samples of a
equiprobable BMS with bit eror rate distortion measure and parameters
M=4, andD=0.11 (in blue) andD=0.37 (in black).
Let us consider the lossy compression ofni.i.d. samples
of an equiprobable binary memoryless source (BMS) with
bit error rate distortion measure, i.e.,PV(v)= 2−n and
d(v,w)= 1n ni=11[vi= wi], withv,w ∈{0,1}n.Thetest channel for this rate-distortion problem corresponds to a
BSC with a crossover probability depending onD.Asinthe
channel coding example from Fig. 1, we consider a codebook
with M = 4 codewords. Figure 3 depicts the minimum
excess-distortion probabilityPed(C,D)as a function ofnfor
a maximum distortionD=0.11 andD=0.37. Since we
are “quantizing” a space of increasing dimensionnwith only
M=4 codewords, the excess-distortion probability tends to 1
asn→ ∞ for anyD< 12. In Fig. 3, we plot the lowerbound (83) evaluated forQVuniform [20, Th. 15], compared
to the exact excess-distortion probability evaluated for the best
code in a BSC andM=4 codewords [16]. We also highlight
with markers the points where quasi-perfect codes exist for
the BSC, corresponding ton=2,3,4,5,6,8(seeFig.1).
In Fig. 3, we observe that the exact excess-distortion prob-
ability coincides with the lower bound (83) at the points
where quasi-perfect codes exist both for D = 0.11 and
D = 0.37. Nevertheless, in the lossy compression seting,
the reverse implication is not always true. Depending on
the system parameters, the exact excess-distortion probabil-
ity and the lower bound can also coincide even when no
quasi-perfect code exists for the corresponding test channel.
Indeed, forD = 0.37 the only points where the exact
excess-distortion probability and the lower bound coincide are
those for which quasi-perfect codes exist, while forD=0.11
both expressions coincide for al values ofn, regardless of
whether the code is quasi-perfect. This occurs when the sets
{v ∈ V|d(V,w)≤ D},w ∈ C, are non-overlapping
(this occurs in our example forDsufﬁciently smal). Then,
the encoding regions which satisfy the maximum distortion
cap are “spheres” regardless of the speciﬁc structure of
the codebookC
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and the lower bound (83) yields the exact
excess-distortion probability.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have proposed a generalization of perfect and
quasi-perfect codes beyond the Hamming distance and their
conventional application to binary symmetric channels. The
deﬁnition of these codes folows from the packing and cov-
ering properties of a set of generalized spheres whose shape
is tilted using an auxiliary probability measure on the output
alphabet. Since the shape of these spheres depends on the
channel considered, quasi-perfect codes can only be deﬁned
with respect to a speciﬁc channel. For the BSC, quasi-perfect
codes are deﬁned with respect to the Hamming distance and
our deﬁnition recovers the classical deﬁnition of quasi-perfect
(or sphere-packed) codes in the literature. The tilting of these
spheres with a cleverly chosen auxiliary measure shows that
MDS codes are quasi-perfect for erasure channels. The key
property satisﬁed by the generalized quasi-perfect codes is
that they achieve the minimum error probability for a given
blocklength and rate.
While the proofs of the results in this paper are presented
for discrete channels, they can be extended for channels
with continuous outputs with some care. In fact, Lemma 1,
Deﬁnitions 1 and 2, and Theorem 1 apply without change
for both discrete and continuous channels, provided that they
are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Nevertheless, the spheres induced by typical continuous chan-
nels seldom alow a perfect (or quasi-perfect) packing of the
output space. Some atypical examples of continuous channels
in which the induced spheres pack the output space are the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel withM=2
codewords with equal power, the binary-input AWGN when al
the input sequences are used, i.e., forM=2n, or the additive
white Laplace noise channel under certain input constraints
(as the induced spheres are norm-1 bals, and thus they can
pack the space for speciﬁc latice codes).
The framework presented in this work has been built upon
the key assumption that a certain natural channel symmetry
holds. Nevertheless, the underlying idea can be applied to
general channelsPY|Xand arbitrary auxiliary distributionsQ.
In this case, quasi-perfect codes are deﬁned as those “codes
ataining the meta-converse bound with equality.” This def-
inition is reminiscent to that of the MDS codes, which are
deﬁned as “codes ataining the Singleton bound with equality.”
Admitedly, while this alternative more general deﬁnition of
quasi-perfect codes is mathematicaly precise, it does not shed
much light into the structure of these codes.
APPENDIXA
PROOF OFLEMMA1
For any functionA(z)and any test 0≤ T(z)≤ 1,
the folowing simple inequality holds
z∈Z
A(z)1 A(z)>0≥
z∈Z
A(z)T(z). (84)
Particularized withA(z)=P0(z)−γP1(z),γ≥0, andT=
TNPin (5), the inequality (84) yields
zP0(z)−γP1(z)1 P0(z)−γP1(z)>0
≥ zP0(z)−γP1(z)TNP(z).(85)
Rearranging terms in (85), we obtain
− zP0(z)TNP(z)≥− zP0(z)1
P0(z)
P1(z)>γ
+γ zP1(z)1
P0(z)
P1(z)>γ −TNP(z). (86)
Adding 1 to both sides of (86) and noting thatαβ P0,P1 =
1− zP0(z)TNP(z)forβ= zP1(z)TNP(z), yields
αβ P0,P1 ≥ zP0(z)1
P0(z)
P1(z)≤γ
+γ zP1(z)1
P0(z)
P1(z)>γ −γβ, (87)
which coincides with the right-hand side of (6) for ﬁxedγ.
We now show that (87) holds with equality when γcoin-
cides with the threshold appearing in the Neyman-Pearson
test (5). To see this, note that second indicator function in (5)
is active only whenP0(z)−γP1(z)=0, and equal to 0 other-
wise. Then, multiplying both sides of (5) byP0(z)−γP1(z),
summing overz, yields (85) with equality. Since (85) holds
with equality forγequal to the threshold appearing in the
Neyman-Pearson test, so it does (87). Then, by optimizing (87)
over thresholdsγ≥0, we obtain the equality in (6) and the
result folows.
APPENDIXB
PROOF OFTHEOREM2
We apply Lemma 1 to the hypothesis test in (71) to obtain
an alternative expression for the Neyman-Paerson performance
of the test. This expression is then shown to coincide with
the folowing characterization of the joint source-channel error
probability of a quasi-perfect code.
For a source-channel code, we deﬁne the folowing count-
able set, which is analogous toLQin (15),
L(v)Q ν˜∈R ∃x∈X,∃y∈Y,PY|X(y|x)Q(y) = ν˜PV(v) .(88)
Lemma 4:For a sourcePVand a symmetric channelPY|X,
the error probability of any source-channel codeCsatisﬁes,
for anyγ˜≥0andanyQ∈Q,
Pe(C)≥˜γ
v
Qi γ˜PV(v) −1
+
v τ˜∈L(v)Q∩[0,˜γ]
τ˜Qo τ˜PV(v) . (89)
Furthermore, the lower bound (89) holds with equality if and
only if the source-channel codeCis generalized quasi-perfect
with (not necessarily unique) parametersγ˜andQsatisfying
the conditions in Deﬁnition 3.
Proof: The proof folows analogous steps to that of
Lemma 3, and it is omited here. Indeed, for|V|=M and
PV(v)= 1M, leting˜γ= γM,˜τ= τM, then (89) recovers theright-hand side of (22), which is tight for quasi-perfect codes
satisfying Deﬁnition 2 with parametersγandQ.
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Applying Lemma 1 withP0← PVPX|VPY|X andP1←
P¯VPX|VQ, via the change of variableγ↔˜ γ= γ|V|, yields
α1|V| PV×PX|V×PY|X,P¯V×PX|V×Q
=maxγ˜≥0 v,x
PV(v)PX|V(x|v)
y/∈Si,x γ˜PV(v),Q
PY|X(y|x)
+˜γ
v,x
PX|V(x|v)
y∈Si,x γ˜PV(v),Q
Q(y)−˜γ (90)
=maxγ˜≥0 v,x
PV(v)PX|V(x|v)
τ˜∈L(v)Q∩[0,˜γ]
τ˜
PV(v)Qo
τ˜PV(v)
+˜γ
v,x
PX|V(x|v)Qi γ˜PV(v) −˜γ , (91)
where in the last step we used that the complementary set of
Si,x γ˜PV(v),Q corresponds to τ˜∈L(v)Q∩[0,˜γ]So,x
τ˜PV(v),Q,
thatPY|X(y|x)Q(y) = τ˜PV(v)for aly∈So,x τ˜PV(v),Q. Finaly,using that xPX|V(x|v)=1, we obtain
α1|V| PV×PX|V×PY|X,P¯V×PX|V×Q
=maxγ˜≥0

 v τ˜∈L(v)Q∩[0,˜γ]
τ˜Qo τ˜PV(v)
+γ˜
v
Qi γ˜PV(v) −γ˜

, (92)
which coincides with (89) whenγ˜coincides with its opti-
mizing value in (92). Since (92) is a lower bound toPe(C),
the theorem thus folows by optimizing (92) over auxiliary
distributionsQ∈Q.
APPENDIXC
PROOF OFTHEOREM3
LetCbe generalized quasi-perfect with respect to the test
channelPV|W deﬁned in (75), with parametersγandQ˜(v)=1cµPV(v)µ(v).ThesetSw(τ,Q˜)associated to the test channelPW|Vis given by
Sw(τ,Q˜)= v∈V d(v, w)≤−1λlogτ
µ(v)Q˜(v)
PV(v) ,
(93)
which upon particularization toQ˜(v)= 1cµPV(v)µ(v) yields
Sw(τ,Q˜)= v∈V d(v, w)≤−1λlog
τ
cµ . (94)
We divide the proof in two diferent cases depending on the
value of the maximum distortionD.
a) D≥−1λ logγ/cµ:In this caseγ≥cµe−λD,and
Sw(γ ,Q˜)⊆Sw cµe−λD,˜Q = v∈V d(v, w)≤D .
(95)
According to Deﬁnition 2, the codeword-centered sets
Sw(γ ,Q˜)w∈Ccover the space. Then, using (95) it folowsthat every element ofVhas a codeword no farther thanD,i.e.,
w∈C
v∈V d(v, w)≤D =V. (96)
According to (96), we have thatPminw∈Cd(V,w)≤D =1
regardless of the distribution ofV. As a result, the excess-
distortion probability is
Ped(C,D)=1−Pminw∈Cd(v, w)≤D =0. (97)
Similarly, forξC(D)andρC(D)deﬁned in (77) and (79),
using (81) it folows thatMξC(D)≥ ρC(D)= 1. Since
α1PV,QV =0, using (97), we conclude that (76) holds
with equality.
b) D<−1λ logγ/cµ:In this region,γ <cµe−λD,and it thus folows that
Si,w(γ ,Q˜)⊇Sw cµe−λD,˜Q = v∈V d(v, w)≤D .
(98)
In this case, w∈C v∈V|d(v, w)≤ D does not coverthe space completely. Nevertheless, since the codeCis
quasi-perfect with radiusγ, the spheresSi,w(γ ,Q),w∈C,
are disjoint. Using (98) we conclude that the sets v∈
V d(v, w)≤D ,w∈C, do not overlap. Therefore,
Ped(C,D)=1−Pminw∈Cd(V,w)≤D (99)
=1−Pv∈
w∈C
v∈V d(v, w)≤D (100)
=1−
w∈C
Pd(V,w)≤D, (101)
whereV∼PV.
We now show that the right-hand sides of (76) and (101)
coincide. Applying Lemma 1 to the hypothesis test in (76),
yields
αβ PV,QV =maxγ≥0 P
PV(V)
QV(V)≤γ
+γP PV(¯V)QV(¯V)>γ −γβ ,(102)
whereV∼PVandV¯∼QV.Let
QCV(v) 1gPV(v)
1
Mw∈C
e−λd(v,w)
−1
(103)
wheregis a normalizing factor andλ≥0istobedeﬁned
later. UsingQV=QCVand choosingγ= gMe−λD, we obtainthe folowing lower bound to (102),
αβ PV,QCV ≥P
w∈C
e−λd(V,w)≤e−λD
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+gMe
−λD P
w∈C
e−λd(¯V,w)>e−λD −β ,(104)
whereV∼PVandV¯∼QCV.Forλ≥0 sufﬁciently large,
w∈C
e−λd(v,w)>e−λD ⇔ minw∈Cd(v, w)≤D. (105)
Therefore, for suchλ, (104) becomes
αβ PV,QCV ≥Pminw∈Cd(V,w) >D
+gMe
−λD Pminw∈Cd(¯V,w)≤D −β . (106)
The symmetry conditions required by the theorem imply that
the measure of the set v∈V|d(v, w)≤ δ does not
depend onw ∈W for anyδ≥ 0. Then, since the sets
v∈V|d(v, w)≤δ are non-overlapping, for sufﬁciently
largeλ, we obtain
Pminw∈Cd(¯V,w)≤D =w∈C
Pd(¯V,w)≤D (107)
=Msup
w∈C
Pd(¯V,w)≤D , (108)
where in (108) we used that, for sufﬁciently largeλ,QCV(v)only depends on the distance to the closestw∈C. Then, since
the measure of the setv∈V|d(v, w)=δ does not depend
onw∈W for anyδ≥0, neither doesPd(¯V,w)=δnor
Pd(¯V,w)≤D depend onw∈C.
Therefore, forβ=ξC(D), (106) becomes
αMξC(D)PV,QV ≥1−
w∈C
Pd(V,w)≤D. (109)
Since the left-hand side of (109) is a lower bound toPed(C,D),
and since the right-hand side of (109) coincides with (101),
we conclude that (76) holds with equality.
Remark:Note thatPd(¯V,w)≤D,V¯∼QCV, becomesindependent ofw∈Casλ→ ∞. However, for this choice
ofV¯, the measurePd(¯V,w)≤ D stil depends onw/∈
C. Therefore, the proof technique presented here cannot be
directly applied when theβparameter in (76) is relaxed from
MξC(D)toMξW(D), as discussed in (82)-(83).
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